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Processing of Lunatic fringe protein by subtilisin/furin-like
proprotein convertases contributes to its short intracellular
half-life
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During vertebrate segmentation, oscillatory activation of Notch1
signaling is important in the clock that regulates the timing of
somitogenesis. In mice, the cyclic activation of Notch1 requires the
periodic expression of Lunatic fringe (Lfng). For LFNG to play a role in
the segmentation clock, its cyclic transcription must be coupled with
post-translational mechanisms that confer a short protein half-life.
LFNG protein is cleaved and released into the extracellular space. We
hypothesize that this secretion contributes to a short LFNG intracel-
lular half-life, facilitating rapid oscillations within the segmentation
clock. To test this hypothesis, we localized N-terminal protein
sequences that control the secretory behavior of fringe proteins. We
ﬁnd that LFNG processing is promoted by speciﬁc pro-protein
convertases including furin and SPC6. Mutations that alter LFNG
processing do not prevent its secretion, but do alter its intracellular
half-life. These mutations do not affect LFNG function in the Notch
pathway, thus protein half-life affects the duration, but not the
speciﬁcity of LFNG activity. Targeted mutation has been used to
express Golgi-tethered LFNG from the endogenous locus allowing us
to examine the in vivo effects of altered LFNG processing on oscillatory
Notch signaling in the segmentation clock. These results have
important implications for the mechanisms that contribute to the
tight control of Notch signaling during vertebrate segmentation.
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The role of Hox transcriptional regulators in establishing positional
identities during embryonic patterning is well documented; however,
the activity of this conserved gene family in adult tissues is only
recently being elucidated. The existence of positional information
within the cardiovascular system in particular remains poorly studied.
The paucity of information regarding Hox gene activity in vascular
tissues, including in vivo expression data—a prerequisite for deﬁning
functional roles, leaves much to be discovered and offers great po-
tential for signiﬁcant advancements in our understanding of cardio-
vascular disease mechanisms. To gain insight into the global vascular
activity of Hox proteins we selected several genes for lacZ-based
transgenic mouse reporter gene analysis: Hoxc10 and Hoxc11, which
harbor posteriorly restricted embryonic expression patterns, and
Hoxa3, whose expression is more anterior. In this study we show that
these genes exhibit zonal vascular patterns that are reminiscent of the
distinct A–P activity domains found during embryonic patterning.
Medial, vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) that originate from the
same site have the potential for differential responses to various
stimuli (hemodynamic stress, hypoxia, cell signaling, etc.); the
molecular determinants specifying these cell phenotypes are cur-
rently obscure. Hox activity proﬁles (Hox code) might pre-determine
these response options—an idea consistent with the original concept
of Hox genes acting as selector genes that establish compartment-
speciﬁc differentiation pathways in the embryo.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2008.05.515
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The zone of polarizing activity is the primary signaling center
controlling anterior posterior patterning of the amniote limb bud. The
autopodial interdigits (IDs) are secondary signaling centers proposed
to specify digit identity, through an as yet unidentiﬁed signal or
signals. Herewe focus on the digit and deﬁne a region of the digital ray
that we name the phalanx-forming region (PFR) that expresses Sox9,
Bmpr1b, and is phosphorylated-SMAD1/5/8 positive. The PFR cells are
committed to the cartilage lineage, then respond unidirectionally to ID
signals and ﬁnally are incorporated into the digit primordium. Using a
novel in vivo reporter assay, we establish that each PFR has a unique
SMAD1/5/8 activity, developing in a spatially- and temporally-
restricted manner; this activity correlates with digit identity. Using
our data, we propose a model that incorporates data from human,
mouse, and chick, and provides a mechanism for understanding
formation and variation of digits (number, size, and shape of
phalanges) among amniotes, as well as a mechanistic explanation
for human defects such as brachydactyly type A2. In this conference,
we will show detail in which how only posterior interdigit provides
positional information to its anterior PFR to specify each digit identity.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2008.05.516
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Sonic Hedgehog signaling in the apical ectodermal ridge is
essential for proper patterning of the vertebrate limb
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Sonic Hedgehog (Shh) in the developing limb has been shown to
mediate the action of the Zone of Polarizing Activity (ZPA). Through
the analysis of Shh target genes, for example Ptc1 and Gli1, it is known
that the Shh signaling cascade is active in the limb mesoderm.
Recently, array-based experiments have found that a number of target
genes of the Shh signaling pathway were also present in the limb
apical ectodermal ridge (AER). To investigate the possibility of Shh
signaling in the AER, SHH protein was immunolocalized in the limb
bud ectoderm including the apex. A Ptc1LacZ knock-in mouse was
used to detect Ptc1 in the posterior AER of the developing limb. To
determine if Shh signaling in the AER plays a role in limb patterning,
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